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The Nat Cat Scheme: Compensation
and Prevention

The Nat Cat Compensation Scheme
o In the early 1980’s, the French government had to find the best tool to
disseminate a new specific coverage to compensate Natural Disasters.
o French people were amongst the most assured for their dwellings and
automobile  best way to promote this new coverage = insurance companies
 the French compensation scheme for natural disasters became mandatory
with all property policies insurance by the Law of July, 13 1982.
o The Public Private Partnership became unavoidable. This unique combination
of private insurance companies with a public reinsurance is the cornerstone
of the whole compensation scheme :
– insurance companies collect the premium (fixed rate on each property insurance
policy contributing the Nat Cat scheme),
– a public reinsurer (CCR), with no monopoly on risk transfer, share both the
premium and the claims,
– the French State provides an unlimited guarantee in amount of claims.
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Compensation and Prevention
o The unique system created in 1982 was designed to compensate claims from
Natural Disasters and to promote Prevention with the following specifications:
– provide widespread, effective cover (private individuals, businesses and local
authorities) for all perils;
– mutual-based insurance scheme providing compensation for property loss and/or
damage caused by natural disasters at affordable rates;
– successfully combine solidarity and responsibility by incorporating prevention tools
(Risk Prevention Plans – PPR) in the system;
– optimize efficiency by combining skills from both the public and private sectors;
– guarantee solvency and sustainability.

o The compensation scheme includes compulsory deductibles together with a
prevention plan (Risk Exposure Plans, which today have become Risk
Prevention Plans).
o These links between compensation and prevention have been strengthened by
a sliding scale that adjusts the deductibles applying to municipalities that do
not have Risk Prevention Plans, to encourage them to introduce such plans.
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Towards more Prevention
o In the middle 1990’s, more prevention measures were expected by both the
citizens and the insurance companies urging the French government to put into
action risk reduction plans.
o 1995: creation of the public fund FPRNM (Fund for Major Natural Hazard
Prevention) with 3 mains objectives:
– compensate people whose dwellings must be abandoned due to an unreasonable
exposure to a threatening hazard,
– finance buildings improvements especially those exposed to earthquakes,
– finally finance specific risk prevention planning for some cities.

o 2012: the French State, CCR and the Association of French Insurance Undertakings
for Natural Risk Knowledge and Reduction (MRN) founded the National Observatory
for Natural Hazards (ONRN). The ONRN addresses the following needs:
– improving and capitalizing on knowledge of hazard and the challenges they present,
– providing the basis for an evaluation and prospecting system,
– contributing to risk prevention management and governance.
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Combining Public and Private Partners

Combining Private insurance with
Public reinsurance
o Strengths of insurance: it mobilizes true risk-sector professionals. The insurers and
their loss adjusters are in charge of:
– distributing and establishing mutual-based statutory cover, through their insurance policies
(compulsory cover);
– collecting monies (statutory additional premiums);
– quickly calculating and indemnifying those having suffered losses in accordance with the
regulatory conditions.

o Thanks to such use of the insurance sector, the natural disaster compensation
scheme is a local, responsive and efficient service, that is governed by law and
serves the general interest.
o The State-backed reinsurance proposed to insurers by CCR is a second vector for
ensuring the scheme's mutual basis and a guarantee of stability. It is a general
interest initiative since CCR is mainly tasked with:
– reinsuring any insurer so requesting within the legal framework, irrespective of its book of
business;
– providing mutual-based reinsurance, at national level, of all risks by reinsuring the various
insurers' books of business;
– creating robust and sustainable reinsurance cover, by avoiding too large a transfer of risks to
the reinsurer and, indirectly, to the State.
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Combining Private insurance with
Public reinsurance
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Prevention actions within the Public
Private Partnership

Prevention actions within the Public
Private Partnership
o Public fund FPNRM created in 1995
o Mostly fed by a 12% tax on Nat Cat premium : €190 million / year
o Since 2005, it is possible to use this fund to finance:
– acquisition of dwellings strongly affected
by natural disasters;
– acquisition of dwellings exposed to a
potential major natural hazard
threatening human lives;
– vulnerability reduction of existing
buildings;
– studies for Natural Risk Prevention Plans
(PPRn).

o In 2014, FPRNM spent € 158 million:
– 13 % to acquire exposed dwellings;
– 81% to reduce vulnerability of existing buildings;
– 6% to partly finance PPRn.

Structural reinforcement of a school in the
Lesser Antilles (most exposed area to earthquake
in France) partly financed by FPNRM.
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Prevention actions within the Public
Private Partnership
o Risk Prevention Plan (PPRn):
– produced by the French State;
– regulates land use within a municipality according to natural
hazards;
– ranges from prohibition of building to building under certain
conditions;
– gathers knowledge on hazards to guide development toward “free
from risks area”.

o Establishing a PPRn usually begins with a historical analysis
resulting in establishing an hazard map further modified
trough consultation of local partners.
o About 14 000 PPRn approved nowadays.
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Prevention actions within the Public
Private Partnership
o Risk Prevention Plan – Earthquake (PPRs):
– seismic microzonation is
performed at the municipality
level;
– more suitable to the local
seismic context than the
earthquake risk protection
defined at national level;
– seismic microzonation is
mandatory to establish the
PPRs;
– replaces the national
regulations.

Seismic microzonation for Lourdes city (South-West of
France), one of the most earthquake-exposed area in
France mainland (source BRGM, RP-53846, 2006).
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Prevention actions within the Public
Private Partnership
o Benefits from the Risk Prevention Plan:
– Since 2001, in municipalities without PPRn, deductibles are increased after two
recognition of Nat Cat concerning the same type of peril (except for motor
insurance policies). Deductibles can thus range from €380 to €1520 for dwellings,
€6080 for terrain subsidence.
– This adjustment of deductibles has
a positive effect on implementing
PPRn in the French municipalities.
After approx. 15 years, looking
carefully at the average claimed
amount (all perils considered), one
should notice that this amount is
significantly lower by 10 % in
municipalities having a PPRn vs.
municipalities without.
Average Claim amount
~ € 8 000

Average Claim amount occuring
in a municipality having a PPRn
~ € 7 200

- 10%
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Disaster and Risk Data Collection to
Support Disaster Risk Management

Disaster and Risk Data Collection to
Support Disaster Risk Management
o A key-point to success in risk management and risk culture relies on providing
access to and share key information useful to the activities and decision making
processes of stakeholders involved in risk prevention in the following fields:
–
–
–
–
–

hazards and associated zoning maps,
assets at risk, vulnerability and resilience at a local level,
loss records and lessons learnt,
stakeholders and their projects,
public risk prevention programs and procedures.

 The French state, CCR and MRN has signed a
partnership agreement in order to establish the
National Observatory for Natural Hazards (ONRN) in
2012.
o ONRN tends to improve and capitalize on knowledge
about naturals hazards by providing data to analyse
economically the risk prevention management and
risk culture in France.
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Disaster and Risk Data Collection to
Support Disaster Risk Management
o ONRN website (www.onrn.fr) aimed at professionals involved in the
knowledge, management and prevention of natural risks, but also
aims to inform the general public with the following main objectives:
– Gather and provide available data on natural hazards in France.
– Publishing unprecedented documentation drawn up by the ONRN, in
particular based on data derived from the insurance sector.
– Enable stakeholders to take informed decisions concerning risk
prevention and to improve participative governance on their territories.
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Disaster and Risk Data Collection to
Support Disaster Risk Management
o ONRN website comprises a mapping tool for consulting, downloading
and/or reusing indicators, in particular on:
– the economic or human assets risk exposure;
– settled claims for damage to and/or loss property;
– the progress made in the implementation of prevention measures.

o ONRN website also provides:
– guidelines for performing a search within one of the document bases of
the Ministry of Sustainable Development (approx. 6 000 documents on of
natural hazards);
– a toolbox comprising documents available for download,
providing general information on risk prevention, regulations
and insurance.
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Disaster and Risk Data Collection to
Support Disaster Risk Management
o Thanks to its central role in the Nat Cat compensation scheme, CCR is
contributing to the risk prevention in France by collecting data on
natural disasters in France and their financial impact. Since almost 10
years, CCR developed a public website gathering data on historical
events: Erisk erisk.ccr.fr

– characteristics of the main natural hazards covered by the Nat Cat compensation
scheme;
– summary describing more than 100 major events that impacted France since 1990;
– interactive map to see insurance-indicators by department and recognitions of the state
of natural disaster by municipality;
– useful links that will provide information about natural disasters and insurance in
France.
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Concluding remarks
o Unique Public Private Partnership: private insurances companies + public
reinsurance provided by CCR with the French State back-guarantee.
o Nat Cat compensation scheme: insurance tool + provider of prevention
measures.
o The National Observatory for Natural Hazards enables stakeholders to take
informed decisions concerning risk prevention and to improve participative
governance on their territories.
o Municipal plans to manage natural hazard and risk in France (PPRn) clearly
show benefits to reduce both the claim frequency and the average claim
amount should an event occur.

o Preventive measures combined with information to citizen have positive
impacts to reduce the social vulnerability and increase the resiliency.
Do more than expect, anticipate !
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